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GURABITEESHON houkai! BAIORIZUMU joushou!
mousou SAIENSU! NOA mo SURII ni BAAJON APPU!
nijigen, sanjigen mo tenshi mo akuma mo
RIAjuu BUUTO de k a m i-sama ni naru.MEGAROMA
chikyuu o tobidase
GIGAROMA uchuu o tobidase
TERAROMA jitaku ga daisuki
subete wa KAOSU ni naru
Toukyou TAWAA mo denpakei SUKAI TSURII mo
denpakei
Shibuya no denpa wa SUKURANBURU yori housha seyo
RIARU
BUUTO!aoki sora wa mabushisugiru yo hikikomoreba
yuusha ni nareru
arikitari no GYARUGE tenkai...daga kotowaru!
FURAGU wa doko ja HANI HANI?
FURAGU wa doko ja HANI HANI?
FURAGU wa kitto KIMI shidai ka na â–½ERAA TENSHON
houkai! urechae GEROKAERUn!
mousou WEIKU APPU! SAADO MERUTO mo BAAJON
APPU!
nijigen, sanjigen mo sora mo daichi mo
DIRAKKU no umi tsunami ni kawaru.MEGAROMA chikyuu
ni kaerou
GIGAROMA uchuu ni kaerou
TERAROMA jitaku no katazuke
subete wa KAOSU ni naru
BII ECCHI EFU mo denpakei YUU ECCHI EFU mo
denpakei
chiDEJI no denpa wa ANTENA junbi o o-hayame ni RIARU
BUUTO!tsurugi wa DAME nagaMONO kinshi iza
tobikome NETOGE ROGUIN
yumeOCHI no TABUU na SHINARIO...daga kotowaru!
FURAGU wa doko ja HANI HANI?
FURAGU wa doko ja HANI HANI?
FURAGU wa kitto KIMI shidai ka na â–½aoki sora
wa mabushisugiru yo hikikomoreba yuusha ni nareru
arikitari no GYARUGE tenkai...daga kotowaru!
FURAGU wa doko ja HANI HANI?
FURAGU wa doko ja HANI HANI?
FURAGU wa kitto KIMI shidai ka na â–½
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English translation

The force of gravity is crumbling! My biorhythm is
skyrocketing!
The science of delusions! Even Noah II[1] is upgrading
to version III!
Be it two-dimensional or three, an angel or a devil,
with a real-life[2] booting,
they all can become G O D.Megalomaniacs[3], fly out
of Earth.
Gigalomaniacs[4], fly out of the universe.
Teralomaniacs[5], on the other hand, love their own
homes.
Everything will turn into chaos.
The Tokyo Tower is delusional. The Tokyo Sky Tree is
delusional.
Send Shibuya's delusion frequencies on a
scrambling[6].
Real Boot[7]!The azure sky is too bright.
I'll become a hero by locking myself in my room[8].
What a predictable gal game[9]-like development... But
I must decline[10]!
Where are the flags/tags[11], honey honey?
Where are the flags/tags, honey honey?
No doubt, I suppose it's up to you what to do about
the flags/tags.The tension of the errors[12] is
collapsing!
Be a big hit, Gero-Frog[13]!
Awaken from the delusions! Even the Third Melt[14] is
being upgraded!
Be it two-dimensional or three, the sky or the land,
they will become tsunamis in the Dirac sea[15].
Megalomaniacs, let's return to Earth.
Gigalomaniacs, let's return to the universe.
Teralomaniacs, on the other hand, will clean their
homes.
Everything will turn into chaos.
The VHFs[16] are delusional. The UHFs[17] are
delusional.
Quickly prepare antennas for the DTTV's[18] delusions.
Real Boot!No swords! Long weapons are prohibited!
Now make a leap and log into your online games.
It'll be a scenario where dream lines[19] are taboos...
But I must decline!
Where are the flags/tags, honey honey?
Where are the flags/tags, honey honey?
No doubt, I suppose it's up to you what to do about
the flags/tags.The azure sky is too bright.
I'll become a hero by locking myself in my room.
What a predictable gal game-like development... But I



must decline!
Where are the flags/tags, honey honey?
Where are the flags/tags, honey honey?
No doubt, I suppose it's up to you what to do about the
flags/tags.
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